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There is a practically unlimited amount of natural language data available. Still, most text-comprehension research is done on
relatively small datasets. Isn‘t it time to also embrace the real-world scenario of data abundance?

Task: Reading Comprehension

This is where most research effort goes.

Context document (a story of 20 sentences):
Alice and Bob were playing on the lawn while their dog
Rex was running around.
[ ... ]
Bob threw a ball into his friend‘s face.

Shouldn‘t we put more focus here?

(Hill et al. 2015)

Yes, machines can still do much better!
Is there still space for
improvement?

Question (cloze-style in our case)
„You‘re mean!“, XXXXX said to Bob.

Results

Answer candidates (10)
Bob Alice Rex friend dog stone lawn eye
threw the
• Examples can be generated automatically from a suitable
corpus
• Hence we can get an unlimed amount of training data
• Still most research is done on small datasets
• (e.g. Children‘s BookTest (CBT) (Hill et al. 2015) where
training the AS Reader takes only ~2 hours)
• Aren‘t teams focusing on an unrealistic scenario?

Human study

Effort well spent?

(Munkhdalai and Yu. 2015)

1 year of architecture
tweaking (10+ papers)
A bit more data ...

What we did: We took the successful AS Reader model (Kadlec et al. 2016) and examined
how big an improvement more data can bring by training it on BookTest and evaluating it on
CBT which allows us to compare it to the many models previously tested on CBT

New Dataset: The BookTest
• Very similar to the Children‘s Book Test, but more than 60x larger
• Each example consists of a context document and a cloze-style question the answer to
which is one word from the document
• Generated from 10,507 copyright-free books available thanks to project Gutenberg

Conclusions
• We believe the text comprehension community should put more focus on exploiting the vast
amount of data that are available in cloze-style question answering instead of focusing chiefly
on small datasets.
• Architecture improvements from small data may not help in the large-data world
• Most research is done in the setting limited data – unlimited training time
• We think we should pay more attention to the case unlimited data – constrained time
• The Booktest dataset is an opportunity to make a small first step in exploring these directions
•

Available at https://ibm.biz/booktest-v1
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